DMO is a global design and innovation company.
We are committed to co-create value with & for people

we believe that everything can be improved
We love discovering with curiosity, learning by doing, failing fast, growing through testing, scaling good impact.
We have a partner mindset.

We manage, we innovate, we implement.

today more than ever,

experiences have no boundaries

between brands, services and products
We do

360° innovation,
user-centric approach

Service design
Product design
Prototyping
Implementation
experiences

co-creating with people,
committed to results
Measure, evolve and play like a PRO

SMART FOOTBALL WEARABLE

OLIVER, a startup that was born in Argentina and accelerated its growth in Spain, contacted us to collaborate in the development of its flagship product that uses machine learning algorithms that tracks and predicts the specific performance of football through smart shin guards and offers the knowledge in a mobile application for players and coaches.
Unlock the potential of the hand

WRISTBAND FOR HAND INJURY REHABILITATION AND PREVENTION

BioInteractive Technologies, a TechStars Company, is focused on helping people who suffer from hand injury and impairment recover faster and more effectively; and eventually, to prevent the occurrence of hand injuries.

BioInteractive has developed TENZR, a wristband capable of monitoring the hand, wrist and forearm in realtime using proprietary sensing technology. BioInteractive contacted us to collaborate on the industrial and mechanical design of TENZR.

Client: BioInteractive Technologies
Location: Canada
Market: Global
Services: Product Design Prototyping Implementation

find out more about TENZR.
Improving wireless networks made simple

WI-FI MONITORING

Client: Cape Network (aruba)
Location: USA - South Africa
Market: Global
Services: Product Design
Prototyping
Implementation

Cape Networks, a startup that was born in South Africa and accelerated its growth in Silicon Valley, contacted us to collaborate in the development of its star product that in a simple way allows to improve the performance of wireless networks and to manage problems remotely.

find out more about +
The guest at the center of the experience

A FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE IN-ROOM CONCIERGE

Client: Roxydevice
Location: Seattle - USA
Market: Global
Services: Product Design, Prototyping, Implementation

Roxy, a startup incubated on Highway 1, contacted us to collaborate in the development of an intelligent speech-enabled device that provides in-room concierge services at hotels.

find out more about
Humanizing Oximetry

PULSE OXIMETER BPO-250

Biotrend came to DMO to humanize the experience around the noninvasive measurement of blood oxygen. We addressed the identity, product and interactive interfaces.

Client: Biotrend
Location: Argentina
Market: South America
Services: Product Design, Brand design, UX / UI, Prototyping, Implementation

Biotrend came to DMO to humanize the experience around the noninvasive measurement of blood oxygen. We addressed the identity, product and interactive interfaces.

find out more about +
Virtuality becoming natural

3D POSITION TRACKING DEVICE

Ommo, a startup incubated on Highway 1, contacted us to collaborate in the development of a wearable that allows users to naturally interact with 3D interfaces in virtual or augmented reality.

Client: Ommo
Location: USA
Market: Global
Services: Product Design, Prototyping, Visual frameworks

find out more about
Leistung, a consolidated company with more than 30 years in the pulmonary ventilation market, approached DMO to innovate throughout its family of products, seeking to optimize the user experience, strengthen its identity and improve the productive implementation of its products.
Parents oriented, children inspired

SMART MONITOR FOR BABIES

Tedcare, a startup in Mexico, contacted us to collaborate in the development of a smart monitor for babies, focusing on the experience of parents and the wellbeing of children.

Client: TedCare
Location: Mexico
Market: Global
Services: Product Design, UX / UI, Prototyping, Implementation
Tigoût is a startup that was born inspired by artisan cuisine, healthy and longing to provide moments of pleasure through accessible premium pastry at your fingertips. We collaborate with the company from the conception of the idea to the implementation and testing.

Client: Tigoût
Location: Argentina
Market: Global
Services: Service Design, Product Design, Prototyping, Implementation

find out more about
Rytmus, a young company but with a strong background experience, propose us to design and develop the first argentine AED. It is proven that used in the first 3 minutes of a cardio respiratory arrest, the DEA generates a 73% increase in the probability of survival.

**Client:** Rytmus

**Location:** Argentina

**Market:** South America

**Services:**
- Product Design
- UX / UI
- Prototyping
- Implementation

find out more about +
We are professionals, dreamers and teams, especially passionate about design.

check our team + partners

2006 we started, check our story

6 see our locations

400+ projects fulfilled, see our latest work
What we do

building dedicated teams and fertile environments to generate innovation

Co-Creation Workshops
Design Hackathons
Innovation Sprints
Team as a Service
We are flexible and understand that working together is the key to success.

a good diagnosis is half the solution
Ready to innovate?

one step at a time,
but never stay still

Let’s meet and talk
to know each other

Let’s make a plan
to your needs

Let’s start
to innovate
let's find a roadmap

either you a startup, a small or big company
We have a great idea!

- Understand
- Indentify
- Ideate
- Validate

Launch!

- Stakeholders Workshops
- Product design
- Prototyping
- Idea
t
- Validate
- Iterate

Stakeholders Workshops

Product design

Indentify

Prototyping

Ideate

Measure

Iterate

Learn

We have a need!

Agile methodologies

Learn

We have a great idea!

Learn

Iterate

Measure

Prototyping

Product design

Stakeholders Workshops

Learn

We have a solution!

Product building

Tech support

UX validation

Pilot building

Measure

Iterate

Product refining
Let’s innovate together

North America
martin.riescenteno@dmo.company

Latam
christober.papendieck@dmo.company

Europe
martin.boschetti@dmo.company